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Jack Venrick
From:
To:
Sent:
Attach:
Subject:

"Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
<jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Tuesday, May 19, 2009 3:35 PM
This will answer many questions about GPS and census.eml; Your Certain Enumerated
Unalienable Rights (Corrected).eml
American Census in Conflict With Founding & Fundemental Laws - Federal Agents Using GPS to
Inventory U.S. Neighborhoods

bcc: Property Rights Groups, Freedom Foundations,
Washington State House, Senate &Congressional
Representatives & Supreme Court, King County, Media

Point 1
Article I, Section 9, clause 4
"No capitation, or other direct, Tax shall be laid, unless in

Census

Proportion to the
before directed to be taken"

or Enumeration herein

The census is only one of many takings in the
Constitution which is in conflict with the Declaration
of Independence AND the Bill of Rights AND the
"Laws of Nature and Natures God" .
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1. The Census violates the Bill of Rights Article
("Amendment") IV


"Amendment 4 - Search and Seizure. Ratified 12/15/1791.

The right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no
Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by
Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be
searched, and the persons or things to be seized."

2. The Census violates The Declaration of
Independence


The current form of American "government"
has violated every one of the near 30
"repeated injuries and usurpation's" the
Founding Fathers listed against the King of
England 233 years ago.




I count 27 violations http://www.usconstitution.net/declar.html

To continue the use of the "government
business" model of census taking is
to perpetuated the problem
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"But when a long train of abuses and
usurpation's, pursuing invariably the same
Object evinces a design to reduce them under
absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their
duty, to throw off such Government, and to
provide new guards for their future security"
"The history of the present King of Great
Britain is a history of repeated injuries and
usurpation's, all having in direct object the
establishment of an absolute Tyranny over
these States. To prove this, let facts be
submitted to a candid world."

Over and over we see this same profile
 The "solutions" being offered up to "save
us" are the cause of the problems we
have
 The census tracking benefits the global
and national owners of the American
system
 At the expense of the natural born
sovereign and free state Citizens

3. The Census violates your Certain Enumerated
Unalienable Rights - also see attached growing list


Right of privacy
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Right to personal security
Right to be free from invasion
Right to not be a witness against
yourself
Right to not be held in bondage or
slavery or servitude
Right to privacy, e.g,
 The census makes the natural born
more transparent
 While the government refuses to
comply with their own disclosure
"laws"
Right to remain anonymous
Right of sanctuary in our private
property
Right to self preservation of yourself
and your family and your private
property
Right to be secure in your person,
houses, papers and effects against
unreasonable search and seizure
Right to not be compelled to
perform through coercion, force or
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tyranny
Right to not harbor any state
enforcement types on our property

Point 2
"Amendment 16 - Status of Income Tax Clarified. Ratified 2/3/1913. Note
History
The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from
whatever source derived, without apportionment among the several States, and

without regard to any

census

or enumeration"

The 16th Amendment was never fully ratified by
3/4 of the then 48 states




12 states did ratify it
13 states did not ratify it
23 states violated their own state
Constitution with uncountable errors
including fraud
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Even combining the 12 states who did vote
AND those 23 states who voted in error ....
 STILL does not yield the necessary 36
super majority necessary

THEREFORE the census is another illegitimate
tool of taking private AND public property


The census is one of many national AND global
geo political tools to separate you from your
property

Also note articles below and attached regarding the current
American census concerns.

Jack Venrick
Enumclaw, Washington
www.freedomforallseasons.org

Dear England,
Today, I want to share with you two disturbing developments
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involving the coming 2010 census that pose a new threat to your
wealth and liberties.
At the end of this short alert, I will also ask you to let me know if you,
also, have encountered federal agents in your neighborhood
recently with GPS handheld devices collecting information for a
government database.
Census Bureau Entices Moochers
to Come Forth and Be Counted

Enter a new tactic being used by political appointees to exploit the
constitutionally mandated U.S. Census. Columnist TERRENCE
JEFFREY notes of a new 351-page public ad campaign titled "2010
Census Integrated Communications Campaign Plan."
The "public service" ad campaign strongly suggests that only by
filling out Census forms can a community get its "share" of "free"
government goodies and benefits. A typical passage reads: "And the
more of us who fill out and mail back the Census, the more of us
who want to tell a friend, to tell a friend, to tell a friend, the more
funding we might get to help improve our lives and the lives of those
who are important to us."
In other words, the Census Bureau is actively encouraging people
who are net takers of government benefits to come forward and be
counted. There is no known counter-program for small business
owners and other nonmoochers to queue up and be counted by
Uncle Sam.
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Department of Homeland Security Agents
Visiting America's Homes with Handheld GPS Units

My research team is tracking a new development involving the U.S.
Census that may soon raise some eyebrows.
I have received reports of agents carrying Department of Homeland
Security credentials traipsing through neighborhoods. Their mission
apparently is to create a Global Positioning System (GPS) map
which includes exact coordinates of front doors and other
information that can be gleaned about numbers of residents,
children, rooms, and bathrooms.
An Independent Living subscriber alerted me to a confrontation
that he had with one of these federal agents who appeared at the
end of his driveway about 10 days ago.
The agent indicated he was one of tens of thousands of people
hired by the federal government to help prepare for the 2010
census. He carried a handheld GPS unit and was collecting
information from each house. The agent asked my subscriber if he
could take a GPS reading from his front doorstep and come inside
the home. (My subscriber politely declined.)
This activity was foreshadowed more than two years ago, when
Robert LaMacchia, head of the Census Bureau's geography
division, discussed the plan, indicating the GPS army would be
seeking to capture the latitude and longitude of the front door of
every house, apartment and improvised shelter they find.
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"We will actually knock on doors and look for hidden housing units,"
he said. "We will find converted garages; from the outside, it may
not look like anybody lives there."
I do find it a bit disturbing to hear reports the Department of
Homeland Security is playing a key role in the national home
inventory, not the Commerce Department (which oversees the
census).
Presumably this activity is also related to preparation for the extra
constitutional use of "sampling" in the 2010 census, an experimental
method of projecting population levels and demographics outside of
the constitutionally required "enumeration."
Sampling is a technique pushed by the political left to increase the
count (and the resulting allocation of congressional seats and
federal largess) in traditionally liberal voting areas, including lowincome, minority, and illegal immigrant communities which they
argue often fail to fill out federal census forms.
Federal GPS-Enhanced Database of U.S. Homes
Linked To Other Personal Info Opens Door To Abuse

Putting aside the controversy about the use of the sampling
method, the creation of an enhanced federal database which
includes a nationwide GPS map of each neighborhood and other
detailed information on each house and resident is likely to be
viewed as a disturbing intrusion of privacy at a minimum.
If you see this kind of activity in your own neighborhood, I would
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appreciate hearing any details from you – including what data
exactly these agents are trying to collect. Please send me an e-mail
to census.watch@americanlanternpress.com. I will absolutely not
reveal your name as we continue to monitor these developments.
Yours in Freedom and Prosperity,

Lee Bellinger, Publisher
Independent Living
P.S. Thankfully, you are NOT helpless in the face of this
increasing government assault on our liberties and our wealth
Please read the important information directly below and take some
common sense steps immediately to lower your profile and protect
what's yours.
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